Exhibitor Guide
Sustainability policy and ISO 20 121 approach
The social and environmental impact of events is enormous, often far greater than
many event planners and hosts realize. With the ambition to create a more
responsible event. The general secretariat of your congress, K.I.T. Group France, has
been certified ISO 20121 and is committed to respecting the guidelines of this
standard which aim to introduce eco-responsible and socially acceptable practices
at JFR 2022.
Exhibitors, ambassadors of a responsible and inclusive Congress
Just like the organizing teams and suppliers of the congress, the exhibitors of the JFR
2022 act as ambassadors to the participants and the general public, by applying ecogestures and respecting the sustainable orientations defined for the congress.
From set-up to dismantling, and throughout the access period, exhibitors are invited
to support and commit themselves in all the areas described in this document by:
(a) Operating their booth and events therein in a sustainable manner
b) Striving for gender equality and diversity in their recruitment and selection of
speakers.
c) Using local suppliers (you can ask K.I.T. Group France for references).

Eco-responsibility in the design of your stand:
o Favor reusable stands which, thanks to their longer lifespan, will have less impact on
the environment.
o If you wish to reuse the stand for several events, it can be designed from the start for
the following purposes: to be repainted, adapted, stored and easily
assembled/disassembled... and to be modular (adaptation to different surfaces).
o For a single-use stand, it is advisable to select the materials carefully (local origin or
as close as possible, possibilities of collection and recycling in the long term). Think
about renewable or recycled materials (e.g. recycled/to be recycled cardboard)
while remaining very careful about safety (e.g. cardboard furniture must be fireproof).
o Monitor and attempt to reduce the distances during transportation.

o Design built-in elements to reduce the volume to be transported (this is less
expensive and less risky).
o If the furniture is made of wood, ensure its traceability: local, FSC/Forest Stewardship
Council or PEFC label.
o Choose panels/partitions for which treatments and glues using dangerous products
are limited: formaldehyde-free, OSB (Oriented Strand Board).
o As for the other materials, avoid glues, paints, harmful solvents (explosive, corrosive,
flammable or poisonous). There are now eco-labeled paints.
o Reuse, reduce, recycle packaging and protections.
o See if it is possible to rent the necessary elements in the region.
o Think about recycling all disposable decorations (donation to associations or
selective bin).
o Choose more durable and solid carpets that are easy to maintain, sometimes even
made of recycled material (from tires, for example) so that they can be reused.
o Ask your stand designer to optimize the lighting, to compare technologies, to find
less energy consuming solutions.
o Use low consumption lamps or LEDs as a priority.
The furniture
Camerus, your furniture provider, also engaged in a process of ISO 20 121 certification
has set up a range of furniture named "ethic for future" which will meet your most
responsible needs.
The cleaning of your stand and the management of your waste during the congress
The cleaning and maintenance of the aisles and common areas is provided by the
organization.
You are responsible for cleaning your stand. Please order the service from Viparis.
If you prefer to clean your stand yourself, please dispose of your waste as follows
•

Glass:
Please dispose of glass in the glass bins located next to each elevator

•

Other waste:
Please dispose of your waste in sorting garbage cans (DIB, cardboard, COVID)
and (DIB, cardboard and plastic) which are alternated on the spaces of the
Palais des Congrès de Paris.

We also recommend that you use ecological cleaning products.

The cleaning of your stand and the management of your waste during the set-up and
dismantling:
The cleaning of the space is at your charge. Please order the service from Viparis.
- Glass:
Please dispose of glass in the glass bins located next to each elevator
- Other waste:
Please dispose of your waste in the dumpsters provided near the freight elevators.
The Palais des Congrès de Paris sorts and recycles the waste you put in these skips as
follows:

Energy Consumption
Exhibitors are requested to be energy efficient and to turn off lights, equipment and
multiple outlets when not in use. Exhibitors should only use lighting and electrical
equipment that is essential for the specific booth and for what is electronically vital.
Transportation and Lodging
Transportation / Getting there / Getting around Paris
Favor soft mobility for your travels to and from the Congress by using public transport
(train, metro, bus), carpooling and cycling, by favoring alternatives to air travel
(Trains...), and otherwise by favoring non-stop flights with the shortest routes.
Click here to use the carpooling solution "togetzer".

Zero Single-Use Plastic
Zero single-use plastic: Do not bring or use plastic items that are intended to be used
and then thrown away (plastic bags, plastic cups, plastic wrappers, straws, etc.)
Communication
Exhibitors are encouraged to include in all communication materials implemented:
- The mix of speakers
- The diversity of the speakers' origins
- Non-generic communication of messages
- The size of fonts adapted to visually impaired people (cf. AFNOR standard)
- Integration of subtitles for video communications intended for the hearing impaired.
Goodies
The organization strongly advises against the provision of physical goodies. However,
if the exhibitor wishes to have them, he must be aware of their origin and be able to
assess their life-cycle.

